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Summary Despite the high energy density, the lithium metal electrode has been plagued for
decades with a dendrite growth problem that can result in a battery thermal runaway. Here,
we introduce anisotropic spatially heterogeneous three dimensional (3D) current collectors
that prevent lithium deposition on the insulating electrolyte-facing surface and accommodate
lithium deposition inside the spacious voids. The anisotropic spatial heterogeneity was intro-
duced by a line-of-sight deposition of a thin SiO2 layer onto a carbon-fiber paper. The deposited
SiO2 was later converted into SiC by a magnesiothermic reaction. The SiO2 and SiC decorated
3D current collectors were confirmed dendrite-free by ex situ SEM observation after a deep
lithium deposition of 28.8 C cm−2 at a high current density of 4 mA cm−2. A high lithium cycling
efficiency of 94% was achieved over deep deposition (14.4 C cm−2) and stripping cycles in a car-

bonate based organic electrolyte, demonstrating the superiority of the novel current collector
for dendrite control and lithium cycling. This strategy opens new avenues to address the den-
drite problem by rationally designed current collectors and for the creation of a high energy
density electrode.
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metallic lithium electrode is energetically attractive in
hat it can theoretically provide a gravimetric capacity of
861 mA h g−1, more than 10 times that of lithiated carbona-
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eous anodes [1] (339 mA h g−1 for LiC6) at a very low redox
otential (−3.04 V vs. Standard Hydrogen Electrode). The
arliest rechargeable lithium batteries (LBs) in the 1970s
nd 1980s used lithium metal as the negative electrode
n prototypes [2] and were introduced as commercial
roducts [3]. However, it was quickly recognized that

espite the high energy density, metallic lithium electrodes
re unsafe and unreliable due to the lithium dendrite
rowth during electrodeposition [4—6]. The dendrites are
ssociated with nearly all the failure mechanisms of the
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come the low reactivity of highly graphitic CP fibers, the
reaction was conducted at 800 ◦C for 2 h with an excess of
metallic magnesium source under an argon flow. The reacted
carbon paper samples were soaked in 2 M HCl overnight in
Spatially heterogeneous carbon-fiber papers as surface dend

LBs and can lead to a battery thermal runaway [7—9].
The so called ‘‘rocking-chair principle’’ was introduced
three decades ago to address the dendrite problem [10,11].
The improved battery safety is at a significant cost of
energy density with lithium ions reversibly commuting
between bulky intercalation electrodes. The rocking-chair
principle has led to the tremendous success of lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs), for portable and moderately powered
electronic applications. After two decades of relentless
optimization, the LIBs based on this topotactic chemistry
have nearly reached the maximum energy density and
power [12—14].

There is an increasing major need for more compact
energy storage systems that exhibit the higher power met-
rics required to facilitate strategic applications, particularly
for electrified transportation and load-leveling for inter-
mittent renewable energy sources. The conventional LIB
configurations with carbonaceous or carbon—metal com-
posite [15] anodes with limited capacities will not meet
the demand for high energy density batteries [16]. High
energy Li—sulfur [17] and Li—air [18] LBs are considered
as the most promising candidates to meet the demands.
In these devices, improved cathode configurations have
been reported [19—21]; however, the dendrite problem
remains as a significant and unsolved restriction for the
LBs [22].

Intensive efforts have been made to understand and
address the dendrite growth problem. Chazalviel proposed
a theoretical model which explained that, at high cur-
rent densities, the dendrite growth is due to the large
electric field induced by the anion depletion near the
cathode [23]. The model also predicted that dendrite
growth would not be observed at low current densities
due to the non-zero anionic concentration. This was con-
tradicted by the experimental observation by Rosso et al.
who attributed the dendrites observed at low current den-
sities from 0.02 to 0.3 mA cm−2 to the inhomogeneities on
the electrode surface [24]. They proposed another model
that describes the uneven concentration distribution of the
electrolyte as being caused by specific properties of the
lithium/electrolyte system. Depleted zones of anions may
appear as soon as the correlation length of the inhomo-
geneities is large enough.

Dry polymer [25] and gel polymer [26,27] electrolytes
with better mechanical properties have been found effec-
tive in controlling the dendrite growth. Recently, ionic
liquids have attracted some attention due to their better
cathodic stability towards lithium metal than other liq-
uid electrolytes [28,29]. Another approach is to control
the physio-chemical properties of lithium metal/electrolyte
interphase by protection layers. Reactions between lithium
metal and electrolyte additives [30,31] or sol—gel precursors
[32,33] were employed to form solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI) protection layers. Polymer films [34,35] were
also investigated as protective coatings. Impermeable multi-
layer structures, composed of an outer Li-ion containing
glass-ceramic layer [36—38], and an inner layer made of Li3N
(or LiF, or LiI) [39] or polymers [40] compatible with lithium

metal, can give rise to water-stable lithium anodes [41].
The surface protection approaches greatly enhance the com-
patibility between lithium anodes and organic electrolytes.
However, the intrinsic uneven lithium electrodeposition still
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esults in a stress buildup beneath the protection layers
42,43].

It must be emphasized that nearly all the previous efforts
ere made using flat lithium foil/film or 2D metal foil cur-

ent collectors. Although designed electrode materials with
unction precisely controlled have shown great potential
44], rationally designed current collectors have rarely been
aken into account in solving the dendrite problem. Inspired
y the enhanced electrode performances by 3D current
ollectors [45—48], herein we report surface dendrite-free
ithium deposition created by using spatially heterogeneous
D current collectors. The task is to confine lithium metal
eposition inside the 3D current collectors. A major hurdle in
ccomplishing this is the conductive electrolyte-facing sur-
ace of the 3D current collectors, which provides favorable
ites for lithium deposition and dendrite growth while leav-
ng the interior voids empty. Our solution to this challenge
s to introduce an anisotropic spatial heterogeneity in terms
f conductivity for the 3D current collectors by insulating
he electrolyte-facing surface while keeping the other parts
onductive. This will fundamentally prevent inter-electrode
endrite growth and force lithium deposition inside the large
oids.

aterials and methods

reparation of SiO2-carbon-fiber paper (SiO2-CP). CP (Model:
050 A) was purchased from Fuel Cell Store, Inc. SiO2 crystals
99.99%) was used as the SiO2 source. The electron-beam
eposition of SiO2 onto CP was carried out at a rate of ∼1 Å
er second until a set thickness of 50 nm was reached by an
nstrument of Airco Temescal (Model CV-8).

reparation of SiC-CP samples

iO2-CP was placed covering an alumina boat with the SiO2

ecorated side facing magnesium power located in the alu-
ina boat. The reaction experimental setup is schematically

hown in Fig. 1. Note that magnesiothermic reactions are
ormally carried out at 650—700 ◦C. In our study, to over-
igure 1 Schematic illustrating the experimental setup of the
agnesiothermic reaction to convert SiO2-CP to SiC-CP. The SiO2

ecorated side of the carbon paper directly faces hot magne-
ium vapor during the reaction.
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igure 2 Schematic showing the vial cell setup for the elec-
rochemical studies. Only one side of the (SiO2 ) CP electrode
s allowed to expose to the electrolyte.
rder to remove the formed MgO and possible Mg2Si. Before
ithium deposition, the SiC decorated paper samples were
oaked in 50% (weight) HF aqueous solution overnight to
emove as-formed silicon.

E
E
p
o

igure 3 SEM images and corresponding EDX maps of the CP sam
orphology and the homogeneity of the SiO2 deposition on the carb

f the SiO2-CP. (e and f) Corresponding silicon and carbon EDX maps
X. Ji et al.

hysical characterizations

owder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on
Scintag PADX diffractometer with Cu K� radiation (45 kV,

5 mA). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were
cquired on a FEI XL40 Sirion FEG digital scanning electron
icroscope. Prior to the SEM measurements, the vial cells
ere dismantled in an argon-filled glove box. The electrodes

aken from the vial cells were rinsed by dry tetrahydrofu-
an (THF) to remove the residual electrolytes and later on
ried under vacuum at room temperature. Nitrogen sorp-
ion isotherms were measured at −196 ◦C on a Micromeritics
ristars 3000 analyzer. Before measurements, the samples
ere degassed on a vacuum line at 150 ◦C overnight. In X-

ay photon spectra (XPS) measurements, we use the peak of
arbon 1s signal from a pure carbon sample to calibrate the
pectrum.

lectrochemical characterizations
lectrochemical studies were carried out in vial cells on an
C-lab VMP3 instrument at room temperature. The trans-
arent vial cells were deliberately used for the convenience
f in situ visual inspection of the dendrite growth during

ples demonstrating their scaffold structure, smooth surface
on fibers. (a and b) SEM images of the CP. (c and d) SEM images
of the SiO2-CP.
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Spatially heterogeneous carbon-fiber papers as surface dend

deposition/stripping cycling, which cannot be readily real-
ized with coin or Swagelok cells. The cells were assembled
in an argon-filled glove box. The CP electrode loadings were
typically ∼5.8 mg (0.5 cm2). Lithium metal foils were used as
a counter/reference electrode. A 1.0 M solution of LiPF6 in
a mixture of EC/EMC (3:7, v/v) was used as the electrolyte.
The vial cell setup is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The work-
ing and counter electrodes were soaked in the electrolyte
without any pressure applied on them. SiO2-CP (SiC-CP) was
attached onto a copper foil at the edges by dried Na2SiO3

solution. The copper foil has the same dimensions as the
carbon paper electrode, to avoid an electrolyte exposure on
the non-SiO2 (or non-SiC) side. The copper surface opposite
to the CP electrodes was shielded by spin coated and dried
Na2SiO3 solution. The pristine CP electrode was assembled
in the same manner.

Results and discussion

For a proof-of-concept study, we chose commercially avail-

able CP as the 3D current collector. We deposit SiO2 onto
one side of CP via an electron-beam evaporation method.
Ideally, the insulating coating materials on the current col-
lector exhibit superb chemical resistance, particularly in a

(
t
t
r

Figure 4 XPS spectra of the SiC decorated carbon paper samples, s
fiber papers. (a) C [1s] of signal of SiC-CP-1 deconvoluted into com
at 282.5 eV. (b) Si [2p] signal of SiC-CP-1 deconvoluted into compon
(red curve) at 100.2 eV. (c) C [1s] of signal of SiC-CP-2 deconvoluted
curve) at 282.5 eV. (d) Si [2p] signal of SiC-CP-2 centered at 100.1 eV
free current collectors for lithium deposition 13

iluted HF solution. It has recently been discovered that
portion of fluorinated salts in electrolytes may thermally

ecompose and release HF into the electrolyte [49]. Moti-
ated by this fact, the SiO2 coating was later converted into
iC by a magnesiothermic reaction.

CP exhibits many desirable characteristics as a 3D current
ollector for lithium deposition, including limited surface
rea, large void volume, and good conductivity. Accord-
ng to N2 sorption measurements, the CP that we used
xhibits a Brunauer—Emmett—Teller (BET) specific surface
rea of 5.3 m2 g−1 and a Barrett—Joyner—Halenda (BJH) spe-
ific pore volume of 1.2 cm3 g−1. It is well known that the
arasite reactions between deposited lithium and aprotic
olvents/salt anions are inevitable, and they result in a loss
f metallic lithium mass in the formation of the SEI layer,
ypically several tens of nanometers thick [50]. Current col-
ectors of a 3D structure with a relatively low surface area
elp limit the reactivity of the deposited lithium towards
lectrolytes. On the other hand, a large void volume is desir-
ble to achieve a high deposition accommodation capacity.
he well-resolved peaks in the wide angle X-ray diffraction

XRD) pattern (Fig. S1a) reveal a highly graphitic structure of
he carbon fibers in CP. Measured by the four-point method,
he graphitic CP exhibits a high conductivity of 31 S cm−1 at
oom temperature, which is an order of magnitude higher

howing the SiC formation on the line-of-sight surface of carbon-
ponents including a minor contribution from SiC (blue curve)
ents including metallic silicon (blue curve) at 99.0 eV, and SiC
into components including a major contribution from SiC (blue
without any contribution from metallic silicon.
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han its amorphous counterparts [17]. The CP is typically
00 (±25) �m thick, slightly thicker than the commercial
IB anode layer (∼150 �m) composed of a copper foil current
ollector (18 �m) and a carbon electrode paste [51]. Scan-
ing electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 3a and Fig. S1b)
eveal a scaffold-like morphology of CP which is constructed
y carbon fibers that are 10—20 �m in diameter and contains
nterconnected voids sized from ∼50 �m to ∼100 �m. The
urface of carbon fibers appears fairly smooth at a 20,000×
agnification (Fig. 3a and b). This provides a spacious vol-

me for deposited lithium to grow into large crystals.
As a line-of-sight process [52], the SiO2 e-beam evap-

ration coating is used here to selectively insulate the
ine-of-sight surface (also the electrolyte-facing surface)
f the 3D current collector. The line-of-sight process is
onfirmed in our case by the fact that the silicon energy
ispersive X-ray (EDX) map on the non-SiO2 side of the
arbon paper displayed very weak signals close to the back-
round noise (see Fig. S2). After the SiO2 deposition, the CP
urns from dark-gray to a dark-brown color. The SEM image
nd the corresponding silicon EDX map reveal the homo-
eneity of the SiO2 coating (Fig. 3c and e). It is evident
hat the surface of the carbon fibers stays smooth with a
inhole-free SiO2 deposition (Fig. 3d). This implies
mpermeability to lithium ions from the electrolyte during

ithium deposition.

We expected to form a SiC coating on the carbon fibers
s well, in order to resist the potential HF etching in the
lectrolytes. It is challenging to form SiC coating on the

(
c
s
o

igure 5 SEM images and corresponding EDX maps on SiC-CP sam
mage of the inset red box in (a), revealing the rough surface morpholo
resence of silicon on the line-of-sight surface of SiC-CP-1. (d) SEM
X. Ji et al.

P by conventional methods due to its high formation
emperatures. Magnesiothermic reactions have been
pplied in converting a nanoporous silica film into a silicon
lm [53]. Recently, our group reported a low-temperature
onversion reaction from a hierarchically ordered porous
iO2/carbon composite to a faithful SiC structure in the
resence of hot magnesium vapor [54]. In the study here,
e also used the magnesiothermic reaction to convert
iO2 layer atop the carbon surface into SiC. We conducted
-ray photon spectra (XPS) measurements on the reacted
P. As Fig. 4a shows, the deconvoluted carbon [1s] signal
xhibits the characteristic peak assigned to SiC at 282.5 eV.
s revealed in Fig. 4b, the Si [2p] signal can be assigned to
etallic silicon at 99.0 eV and SiC at 100.1 eV, respectively,

nd SiO2 signal contribution is not observed. The atomic
atio between SiC and metallic Si is 47.2:52.8.The XPS
esults suggest that the carbon atomic diffusion did not
ermeate the SiO2/Si layer during the magnesiothermic
eaction.

It is well known that silicon phase can be lithiated
alloyed with lithium) and potentially acts as plating sites
uring lithium deposition. Therefore, the SiC decorated
P samples were etched in an HF solution (50% weight)
vernight. The CP sample after the magnesiothermic reac-
ion and HF etching is referred to as SiC-CP-1. SEM images

Fig. 5a and b) reveal its rough surface morphology, in
ontrast to that of the pristine CP and SiO2-CP. The corre-
ponding silicon EDX map remains intense and homogeneous
n the surface of CP (Fig. 5c). Importantly, the roughness

ples. (a) A representative SEM image of SiC-CP-1. (b) Enlarged
gy. (c) Silicon EDX mapping revealing the relatively homogenous

image showing the surface morphology of SiC-CP-2.
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Spatially heterogeneous carbon-fiber papers as surface dend

is not continuous, indicating an incomplete coverage of SiC
on the carbon fiber surface. In order to achieve the aimed
spatial heterogeneity, the SiO2 coating and magnesiother-
mic conversion were repeated once upon the SiC-CP-1. The
obtained sample is referred to as SiC-CP-2. As shown in
Fig. 5d, the line-of-sight surface of SiC-CP-2 is completely
roughened, suggestive of a much better SiC coverage on
the designated area of CP. XPS was used to characterize HF
etched SiC-CP-2. As Fig. 4a and c shows, the minor C [1s]
component at 282.5 assigned to the SiC phase from SiC-CP-1
turns into a major component in the C [1s] signal from SiC-
CP-2, which confirms a better SiC coverage of SiC-CP-2 than
Si-CP-1. As shown in Fig. 4d, SiC-CP-2 displays a Si [2p] signal
centered at 100.1 eV that can be assigned to the SiC phase,
without any contribution from metallic silicon.

We carried out lithium depositing on pristine CP, SiO2-CP,
SiC-CP-1 and SiC-CP-2 as working electrodes. For spatially

heterogeneous CPs, only the insulated side was exposed to
the electrolyte. In our study, we attempted to minimize
the lithium intercalation reactions into the CP samples and
focused on the lithium depositing behavior. Hence, a high

o
t
a
s

Figure 6 SEM images of cross-section areas of the lithium deposite
of the SiO2-CP than the pristine CP in terms of dendrite control and
SEM image of lithium deposited pristine CP. (b) Enlarged image of
surface morphology of the lithium deposited CP and existence of fo
deposited SiO2-CP. (e) Enlarged image of inset ˛ in (d). (f) Enlarged i
paper specimen stage tilted by 45◦.
free current collectors for lithium deposition 15

urrent density of ∼4 mA cm−2 (330 mA g−1
carbn paper, based

n 0.012 g cm−2 for CP) was applied between the working
lectrode and a lithium counter/reference electrode during
he depositing process. This current density represents one
f the highest values reported for lithium deposition stud-
es, compared to current densities of less than 1 mA cm−2

n most previous studies [55]. The deposition process was
arried out for 2 h, and the deposition capacity was set to
e 28.8 C cm−2 (or 660 mA h g−1

carbon paper). To the best of our
nowledge, this is the largest quantity of lithium deposition
ompared to previous dendrites related studies including
hose with protection layers. The deposition on SiO2-CP was
lso done for 6 h to approach the limit of the accommoda-
ion capacity. As shown in Fig. S3, after several minutes of
athodic reactions on the working electrodes, the potentials
f both CP and SiO2-CP electrodes rapidly dropped below
.0 V vs. Li+/Li, indicating that metallic lithium deposition

n the carbon fiber surface had started. Lithium intercala-
ion into carbon is thermodynamically favorable; however,
t potentials below 0.0 V vs. Li+/Li, lithium plating on carbon
urface is kinetically more facile. This leads to the fact that

d CP and SiO2-CP samples, showing the superior performances
lithium infiltration into the paper voids. (a) A representative

the inset in (a). (c) A representative SEM image showing the
rmed dendrites. (d) A representative SEM image of the lithium
mage of inset ˇ in (d). All the images here were taken with the
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ithium-ion batteries on electric vehicles have to be charged
or hours to prevent lithium plating [56].

The deposited electrodes were examined ex situ by SEM
n order to investigate the ‘‘geographical’’ distribution of
he deposited lithium metal. The SEM specimen stage was
ilted by 45◦ in order to show both the cross-section and
he adjacent face area of the lithium metal deposited CP
lectrodes. The cross-section of lithium metal deposited CP
lectrode displays a uniform morphology of carbon fibers
Fig. 6a and b). It is evident that lithium metal deposition did
ot infiltrate the voids of pristine CP. Fig. 6c reveals a rep-
esentative area on the CP surface with large lithium metal
endrites over 20 �m in size and small lithium metal crys-
als homogeneously distributed. The pristine CP electrode
unctions essentially as a two-dimensional current collector.

In sharp contrast, as shown by the SEM images (Fig. 6d—f),
he voids near the bottom of the SiO2-CP were well infil-
rated by lithium metal deposition. The deposited lithium
etal crystals, closely packed, exhibit particle sizes in the

ange of 10—20 �m (Fig. 6e). The surface morphology of
he SiO2 decorated area near the cross-section remains very
mooth and free of deposited lithium crystallites or den-
rites, as shown in Fig. 6f. This indicates that the SiO2

oating is impermeable to lithium ions and has success-
ully created an insulating roof for the 3D current collector.

zoom-out view under SEM, confirms that the surface of
eposited SiO2-CP is completely free of lithium dendrites
nd that the voids near the top surface are also free of
ithium infiltration (Fig. S4). The lithium metal deposition
nto the SiO2-CP fills up the voids from the non-silica to the

ilica side, which is facilitated by the conducting copper foil
upport on the non-SiO2 surface of the electrode and, more
mportantly, by the anisotropic structure of the current col-

n
2
S

igure 7 SEM images of the cross-section area of the lithium plat
rea of SiC-CP-1. (b) Enlarged image of inset ˛ in (a). (c) Enlarged im
bers in the line-of-sight surface of lithium deposited SiC-CP-2. All t
5◦.
X. Ji et al.

ector. During lithium deposition, with no electrons available
rom the SiO2 surface, lithium ions driven by the electric
eld migrated deeper into the voids inside the porous cur-
ent collector where they were reduced. As Fig. S5 shows,
ithium deposition occurs on the conducting carbon surface
hich is oppositely oriented towards the SiO2 coated elec-

rode surface. After lithium deposition for 6 h, the SiO2-CP
as nearly fully infiltrated by deposited lithium, as revealed
y the solid edge part of the paper under the ex situ SEM
nvestigation (Fig. S6). The deposited lithium provided a
apacity of 86.4 C cm−2 (or 1980 mA h g−1

carbon paper), which
s tantalizingly near (81%) 106.9 C cm−2 (2474 mA h g−1

carbon

aper), the theoretical accommodation capacity calculated
ased on the specific pore volume of 1.2 cm3 g−1 and lithium
etal density. It is worth noting that further deposition on a

ully infiltrated 3D current collector may result in the den-
rite growth on the filled paper top surface. Therefore, it
s important to prevent an over-infiltration during the depo-
ition cycle in practical scenarios. The spatially controlled
ithium deposition resembles in some degree the single-
rystal growth of calcium carbonate in the assembly process
hat generates the abalone cell [57]. Compared to the depo-
ition on pristine CP, the surface SiO2 coating effectively
ealizes the proposed function of a spatially heterogeneous
tructure.

The cross-section of the lithium deposited SiC-CP-1 is
hown in Fig. 7a. It is evident that lithium infiltration took
lace in the voids, as shown in Fig. 7b. However, some plated
ithium phase can be observed on the SiC decorated surface
Fig. 7c), which we found was due to the discontinuity of the

ano-crystalline SiC coating on the SiC-CP-1. On the SiC-CP-
, with a complete SiC coverage, it is confirmed that the
iC double coated area is dendrite-free, as shown in Fig. 7d.

ed SiC-CP samples. (a) An overview image of the cross-section
age of inset ˇ in (a). (d) A representative SEM image of carbon
he images were taken with the paper specimen stage tilted by
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Figure 8 Coulombic efficiency for the lithium deposit-
ing/stripping cycling process on the SiC-CP-2 current collector,
revealing the superior disposition performance, inset: an image
of the vial cell containing SiC-CP-2 working electrode and
lithium foil counter electrode, taken after 15 cycles, show-
ing the dendrite-free surface of SiC-CP-2 current collector and

Figure 9 Lithium depositing/stripping profiles on SiC-CP-2
(the first 15 cycles), plotted on voltage versus time, at a current
d −2 −2

(

s
t
t
F
c
t
w

mossy lithium phase formed around the lithium counter elec-
trode.

This indicates that a HF resisting spatial heterogeneity has
been created in the SiC-CP-2.

Repeated deposition/stripping on SiC-CP-2 were con-
ducted to investigate the reversibility of the dendrite-free
deposition. The deposition and stripping current density was

set to be 2 mA cm−2 (or 165 mA g−1

carbon paper), and lithium
of 14.4 C cm−2 (or 330 mA g−1

carbon paper) was deposited. The
cut-off potential was set to be 3.0 V versus Li+/Li for lithium

d

p

Figure 10 Schematic illustrating the structures of pristine CP and
deposition processes on them. (a) CP. (b) SH-CP. Anisotropic spatial h
onto the carbon fibers. Light blue areas represent a SiO2 or SiC coa
surface. (c) The situation of lithium deposition on CP, mostly on th
in SH-CP. Lithium electrodeposition does not take place on the insu
towards voids of the current collector. The silver spheres represent
ensity of 2 mA cm and a lithium deposition of 14.4 C cm
330 mA h g−1

carbon paper).

tripping. By deep deposition/stripping processes, we put
he 3D current collectors in a more dendrite favored scenario
o test the efficacy of the spatial heterogeneity concept.
ig. 8 shows the lithium cycling efficiency on the SiC-CP-2
urrent collector. Note that the low coulombic efficiency in
he first cycle is due to SEI formation on the carbon surface,
hich is widely observed for carbon electrodes in the first

ischarge/charge cycle [58].

SiC-CP-2 displays a very stable lithium strip-
ing/deposition efficiency of ∼94% starting with the

spatially heterogeneous CP (SH-CP), and the different lithium
eterogeneity is achieved after a line-of-sight deposition of SiO2

ting, and black areas represent uncovered conducting carbon
e line-of-sight surface. (d) The situation of lithium deposition
lating line-of-sight surface but is driven by the electric field

lithium atoms in (c) and (d).
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econd cycle. This is one of the highest lithium-cycling effi-
iencies reported for aprotic organic electrolytes [59—61].
t is worth stressing that the high efficiency is achieved at

current rate of 2 mA cm−2 and a deep lithium deposition
f 14.4 C cm−2 in a carbonate based organic electrolyte, in
ontrast to previously reported lower efficiencies of around
0—90% typically obtained by using current rates less than
mA cm−2, a lithium deposition less than 2 C cm−2, and
ertain surface protection methods in favorable organic
lectrolytes [59,60,62]. Note that the internal surface
rea of a 3D current collector is much larger than its
ootprint area, which is a significant advantage than 2D
nes. This could be an important factor that leads to the
igh coulombic efficiency.

It is well known that the lithium cycling efficiency is
trongly influenced by the morphology of the deposited
ithium [60]. The high cycling efficiency obtained here cor-
oborates the ex situ SEM observation that deposited lithium
s closely packed in the voids of the 3D current collec-
ors. This clearly illustrates the superiority of the lithium
eposition into 3D current collectors facilitated by a spa-
ially heterogeneous structure. As shown by the inset of
ig. 8, at the end of the 15th cycle, the lithium counter
lectrode was covered by isolated mossy lithium accumu-
ated over the deep deposition/stripping cycling; however,
n sharp contrast, the SiC-CP-2 current collector retained a
endrite-free surface. Fig. 9 shows the deposition/stripping
ycling profiles for the first 15 cycles. It is evident that at
he current rate of 2 mA cm−2, lithium deposition on SiC-CP-
mainly takes place at potentials below 0 V versus Li+/Li,
hich indicates that lithium plating on the carbon surface,

nstead of Li-ion intercalation into carbon structure, is the
ajor process. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to believe that

he intercalation effect might have a minor contribution to
he high lithium cycling efficiency.

We are aware that a lithium cycling efficiency of up
o 99.2% can be achieved with ionic liquid based [29] or
olymer based [26] electrolytes. However, these high effi-
iencies were obtained at lower current densities and lower
ithium deposition rates than the conditions in this report.
espite the high efficiencies achieved in these superior elec-
rolytes, even at the lower current densities and lithium
eposition rates that were used, the morphology of the
eposited lithium is still highly mossy [27]. It is our purpose
n this report to use a more common organic electrolyte
o demonstrate the advantages of spatially heterogeneous
D current collectors for both lithium cycling efficiency and
endrite control. Meanwhile, research on combining ionic
iquid electrolytes and 3D current collectors is ongoing in
ur laboratory.

onclusions

s schematically shown in Fig. 10b, spatially heterogeneous
nsulating/conducting properties of the CP can be obtained
fter the SiO2 electron-beam deposition. The same spatial
eterogeneity can be maintained by converting SiO2 into

iC atop the carbon paper surface. This anisotropic spa-
ial heterogeneity is essential in order to achieve surface
endrite-free lithium deposition on the SiO2-CP or SiC-CP
urrent collectors, as schematically shown in Fig. 10d. With
X. Ji et al.

he large porous volume of the current collector effec-
ively utilized by lithium deposition, the electrode maintains
constant volume upon deposition. Moreover, due to the

caffold-like structure of the carbon paper, disintegration of
eposited lithium [63] cannot occur inside the paper in the
resence of nearby 3D electric contacts at a high depositing
ate. The stable lithium cycling efficiency of 94% achieved
n SiC-CP-2 in a carbonate based organic electrolyte fur-
her demonstrates the superiority of the anisotropic spatial
eterogeneity of the 3D current collector.

Our approach on addressing the dendrite formation prob-
em represents a fundamentally new concept via rationally
esigned current collectors with heterogeneous proper-
ies. Other 3D architectures such as carbon cloth, carbon
anotube infiltrated papers and those made with copper,
luminum or conducting ceramics should show similar per-
ormances. Other systems with metallic electrodes, e.g.
agnesium batteries may be benefited from this method as
ell. Please note that there are still hurdles to cross before
lithium metal anode is completely ready for commercial

pplications. Extensive further efforts are being made in
rder to reach this goal.
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